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I. REQUEST OF THAILAND, REPLY OF SECRETARY-GENERAL AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

Request of the Government of Thailand

1. By letter of 26 October 1979, Prime Minister Kriangsak Chomanan of
Thailand conveyed to you his concern about the heightening tension
along the Thai-Kampuchean border, with its implications for Thailand's
sovereignty and territorial integrity, as well as the renewed influx
of Kampuchean civilians fleeing their strife-torn country into Thailand.
The Prime Minister described the situation on the border as "fraught
with danger" and indicated that Thailand was faced with the possibility
of being drawn into the armed conflict. In this connexion, he recalled
that Thailand had informed the General Assembly and Security Council of
cross-border shellings which had resulted in loss of life and destruction
of property. In his view, one way to defuse this potentially explosive
state of affairs would be for a United Nations fact-finding mission to be
sent to Thailand to establish the facts prevailing along the Thai side of
the Thai-Kampuchean border and report to the Secretary-General for ap-
propriate action.

2. The request of the Government of Thailand was supported by the other
members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in letters
addressed to you on 29 October 1979 by the Permanent Representative of
Indonesia, on 30 October 1979 by the Permanent Representative of Singapore,
and on 2 November 1979 by the Permanent Representatives of Malaysia and
the Philippines.

Reply of the Secretary-General

3. By letter of 6 November 1979, you informed the Prime Minister of
Thailand that you had given -serious consideration to his request and
had decided to instruct me to proceed to Thailand, at the earliest op-
portunity, to examine all relevant aspects of the situation in consultation
with his Government and to report to you thereon.

U. In the discharge of my mission, I was assisted by Mr. Gilberto B.
Schlittler-Silva, Senior Officer, Ms. Hisako Shimura, First Officer, and
Ms. Victoria Barbado, Secretary.

Terms of reference

5. Subsequently, you instructed me to proceed to Bangkok on 12 November
1979- In accordance with your instructions, my mission would provide a
temporary impartial United Nations presence that would serve the purposes
of the Organization in the area, especially in regard to the maintenance
of peace and security and to the provision of international humanitarian
assistance to the people of Kampuchea and to the Kampuchean refugee's in
Thailand. Our efforts would be concentrated on: (a) obtaining the Thai
Government's views and analysis of the situation, and (b) discussing with
the Thai Government ways in which the United Nations might be helpful in
defusing the serious political and humanitarian problems that confronted
the Governments and peoples of the area.



6. You expressed the hope that the mere fact of dispatching this
mission would serve to a certain extent to relieve tension in the
area, furthermore, the mission's reuort would facilitate consideration
of any future United Nations role in the area. The mission vould main-
tain complete objectivity and impartiality and avoid any action that
might prejudice the claims or substantive •positions of those concerned.
Furthermore, you instructed me to seize every opportunity to urge upon
our interlocutors the necessity of avoiding any action that might tend
to vorsen the situation in the area or to prejudice the efforts of the
United Nations to promote solutions of the political and humanitarian
probiems i nvolved.
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II. ACTIVITIES OF THE MISSION

7. On 12 Tlovember, having already assembled ny team, I departed from
New York, arriving in Bangkok on iH November. During our stay in Thailand,
the mission held meetings with high-level Thai authorities, consulted with
representatives of United Nations and other international agencies and
•orogrames engaged in providing humanitarian assistance to Kampuchea and
Kampuchean refugees in Thailand, and contacted other sources. We travelled
to the border areas, visiting most of the camns for Kampuchean refugees,
and touring specific areas where border incidents had reportedly taken
place. Members of the local and international press accompanied the
mission on our field trips and covered most of the mission's activities.
On 29 November the mission left Bangkok for New York.

Discussions with Thai authorities

8. On 15 November, I met with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Thailand, Dr. Upadit Pachariyangkun.

9. On 16 November, I was received by Prime Minister General Kriangsak Chomanan
for 30 minutes. General Serm !ia Wakara, Deputy Prime Minister and Supreme
Commander of the Armed Forces, and Dr. Upadit, Minister for Foreign Affairs,
as well as other aides were present. Following the meeting with the Prime
Minister, I attended a one and one-half hour briefing on "The
current situation in Kampuchea and its repercussions on Thailand1', chaired
by Air Marshal Siddhi Savetsila, Minister attached to the Office of the Prime
Minister and Secretary-General of the National Security Council who is also
in overall charge of refugee matters. Some 10 Thai military and political
officials also took part. The briefing covered five subjects: (i) in-
troduction and review of developments leading up to the current situation;
(ii) general situation in Kampiichea; (iii) Vietnamese military operations;
(iv) current developments in the military situation; and (v) repercussions
on Thailand. The substance of the briefing and the subseauent questions and
answers are reflected in the relevant sections of this report.

10. On 23 November, ' I met with the Minister of Interior,
General Lek Naeomali. Several officials from the Ministry of Interior,which
together with the military is responsible for refugee questions, were also present,

11. On 27 November, I met with the Minister of Defence,
General Prem Tinsulanond.

12. On 28 November, I met again with Air Marshal Siddhi for one and one-half
hour for a summing up of information and ideas presented by the Thai
authorities. Five other Thai officials, including Mr. Kasemsamosorn Kasemsri,
Director-General of the Political Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
were present. At all these meetings, I was accompanied by my aides. ,



Consultations with representatives of agencies and programmes

13. On lU and 23 November, we met with Mr. Leslie Goodyear, Regional
Representative, Regional Office for Western South Asia, United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCIl), and Dr. Victor Beermann, Special
Advtiser to the High Commissioner for Refugees. On 27 November, we again
met with Messrs. Goodyear and Beermann, who were accompanied this time
by Mr. Zia Rizvi, UNHCR Co-ordinator for South East Asia.

1^. On 15 November, we met with Dr. Ramon A.H. Hermano, Deputy Regional
Director, and Mr. Ansgar Welle, Regional Food and Nutrition Officer, both
of the East Asia and Pakistan Regional Office of the United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF). On 28 November, we again met with Dr. Hermano.

15- On 28 November, we met Messrs. Jean-Pierre Hocke, Director, Department
of Operations, Franqois Perez, Head of Delegation to Bangkok, and F.A. Martin,
all of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).

Field trins

16. On IT November, my aides and I travelled by car to the Sa Kaeo refugee
holding centre located at Ban Kaeng in Prachinburi Province, approximately
250 km from Bangkok and 60 km from the border. At Sa Kaeo we. were briefed
by Camp Commander Amorn Anatachai, Deputy Governor of Prach£nburi Province,
and Mr. Kaspar Gaugler, a UNHCR official. Following the briefing we toured
the camp for approximately one hour. We were accompanied by some 10 Thai
civilian and military officials. Some ^0 journalists were present at the
camp at the time.

17. On 19 November, my aides and I left Bangkok by car at 9=00 am for a
visit to Chantaburi and Trad 'Provinces in southeastern Thailand. We were
accompanied by a Thai escort of six civilian and two military officials.
Arriving at the headquarters of the Joint Defence Task Force (see section III,
para.55) at Chantaburi at 3:00 pm, the mission was welcomed by Rear Admiral
Yongsook Soonthornark, Deputy Commander of the Task Force, and briefed by
Rear Admiral Kasem Likitwongs, Chief of Staff of the Task Force, and
Mr. Samrung Vuthemanan, Deputy Governor of Chantaburi Province. Following
the briefing, the mission was escorted to the Pap Krau provincial hospital,
where it visited three Thai soldiers wounded in a border incident on
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17 November 1979 and viewed the remains of a soldier killed in the
same incident (see section III, para. 37). The mission stayed over-
night at Chantaburi.

18. On 20 November, we left by helicopter at 8:00 am from the
Defence Task Force headquarters at Chantaburi for Ban Jang Wang, in
Pong Nam Ron District. The mission flew in a Royal Thai Navy helicopter
accompanied by Mr. Piboon Turaphak, Governor of Chantaburi Province,
Rear Admiral Yongsook Soonthornark, Rear Admiral Kasem Likitwongs,
Dr. Sarasin Viraphol, and a crew of four. A group of some six Thai
journalists were flown in a second helicopter to Ban Jang Wang, where
they were joined by a correspondent of Australia's ABC Television.
They aecompanied the mission all day. A Royal Thai Air Force aircraft
escorted the mission's helicopter and overflew all areas visited by
the mission.

19- At 8:1(0 am, the mission left Ban Jang Wang by jeep for Ban Ding
Daeng to visit a centre holding displaced Thais. The mission was re-
ceived at Ban Ding Daeng by Mr. Anand, District Officer responsible
for displaced Thais in Pong Nam Ron District. At 10:00 am, the mission
was driven to Ban Khao Men to inspect a hole made by the impact of a
mortar shell reportedly fired from across the border. The borderline
was 500 m away from the area. Around 10:30 am, the mission proceeded by
jeep to Ban Bung Chanang to visit a Thai village partially evacuated.
From Ban Bung Chanang we drove to Ban Laem, which is a border village
inside an area declared off-limits as of the week-end of 18 November 1979.
The mission visited the village proper, the trenches parallel to the border,
the reception centre for Kampuchean refugees and the cemetery for Kampucheans
who died at the centre. In the afternoon we drove to the village of Ban
Plaeng where we arrived at 1:30 pm. About 110 families who had been
evacuated from Ban Laem were being sheltered at Ban Plaeng. We returned
to Ban Jang Wang and left immediately by helicopter for Ban Phya Kamput.

20. At the holding centre for Kampuchean refugees at Ban Phya Kamput, the
mission was briefed by a Thai official from the Ministry of Interior and
a Thai nurse from the Thai Red Cross. Following a tour of the centre
facilities, we returned to the. National Defence Task Force Headquarters
in Chantaburi.

21. On 21 November, at 8:00 am, we left by helicopter from the Defence
Task Force headquarters at Chantaburi for a visit to refugee camps at
Ban Mai Rut and Ban Khao Laim in Trad Province. Thai officials accompanying
the mission included Rear Admiral Kasem Likitwongs and Dr. Sarasin Viraphol.
Some six Thai journalists flew in a separate helicopter and accompanied the
mission during the entire trip. The mission flew along the southeastern
border of Thailand opposite central-western Kampuchea down to near Khlong
Yai in Trad Province, then turned back and stopped at the two above mentioned
refugee camps. At 12:00 pm, the mission returned to Chantaburi, departing
at 2:00 pm for Bangkok with an overnight stay at Pattaya.
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22. On 26 November, between 7:00 am and 6:00 pm, we visited by
helicopter the border areas of Prachinburi Province near Aranyaprathet.
Two Royal Air Force aircraft escorted the helicopter and overflew
the area during the visit. A large group of journalists awaited
the mission at each destination.

23- At 9:30 am, we arrived at the Army Second Division headquarters
in Wathana ITakorn, where we were briefed by Col. Boonchai Dithakul,
Deputy Division Commander. Following the briefing, we fle'w by helicopter
to Tapnrik and from there went by jeep to Ban Klong Wah, th.= site of an
influx of 30,000 Kamnucheans as a result of heavy fighting on the other
side of the border on 9 October and subsequent shelling across the
border on l6 October. Returning to Tapprik we then proceeded north by
helicopter along the border, arriving at 1:00 pm at Aranyaprathet, where
we visited wounded Kampucheans at the district hospital. We proceeded
by jeep to Khao I Dang to visit a refugee holding centre under construction.
At the centre, the mission was briefed by Col. Prachak Sawangchit , Com-
mander of the Third Infantry Regiment, and Mr. Mark Melloch-Brown of UIIHCR.
Following the visit to the holding centre, we proceeded by jeep to Ban
Tlong Sained, an emergency reception centre on the border, where some
180,000 Kampucheans were reported to have concentrated. Apart from Thai
journalists, the mission was accompanied, during its 30-minute walk
through the centre, by several international journalists.

2k. Owing to the lack of time, our Thai escorts cancelled a planned visit
to another concentration of some 250,000 Kampucheans at Ban Non Mak Mun.
The mission left by helicopter for Bangkok at h:OQ pm.

Other sources

25. On 23 November, at his request, I met with the Swedish Ambassador to
Thailand. Later on the same-day, at their request, I met with the
Ambassadors to Thailand of Australia, Japan, the Netherlands and Sweden.
The Ambassador of the Netherlands was representing the European Economic
Community (EEC).

26. I had informal contacts with the Ambassadors of Argentina and the
Republic of Korea, Mr. Schlittler-Silva had informal contacts with the
Ambassadors of Brazil and Spain, and Ms. Shimura with members of the
Japanese Embassy.
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III. SECURITY ASPECTS

Military situation in Kampuchea

27. At a briefing on 16 November 1979 chaired by Air Marshal Siddhi
(see section II, para. 9) and at other meetings, the Thai authorities
presented to the mission their analysis of the current military
situation in Kampuchea. This sub-section summarizes their views on
the subject.

28. Following two years of border clashes Viet Nam invaded Kampuchea
on 25 December 1979 with about 10 main force divisions and, within
one month, successfully overran almost the whole country, controlling
all major towns and most principal lines of communication. Subsequent
search-and-destroy operations between March and June 1979 achieved
significant success in destroying Khmer Rouge (Pol Pot forces) strong-
holds and inflicting upon them heavy losses, but failed to eliminate
their resistance.

29. Since mid-July, Vietnamese forces in Kampuchea had been reinforced
and now totaled 20 heavily armed divisions with 200,000 men. Each
Vietnamese regiment had attached to it a company of National Front
(Heng Samrin regime) troops. The latter were considered unreliable
by the Vietnamese and the rate of defection was high. Khmer Rouge
armed combatants, estimated to number approximately 20,000 to 25,000,
formed pockets of resistance in all parts of the country, but their
largest concentration was near the western and northwestern border of
Kampuchea with headquarters in the Cardamon mountains. Their command
and control was remarkable under the circumstances. Their arms, ob-
tained through ambush and defections, were sufficient to wage a guerilla
war although insufficient for a major attack. The Thai authorities
doubted that any significant material support for Khmer Rouge was being
provided by China through Laos or, as had been charged by National Front
forces, through Thailand. Perhaps an occasional shipment arrived by sea.
There were also several non-communist groups as well as disaffected Heng
Samrin elements operating, but the Thai authorities did not consider
them militarily significant and their intelligence about them was limited.

30. Following consolidation operations during the rainy season from
June to August 1979, the Vietnamese forces were expected to make an all-r
out effort during the current dry season to decisively eliminate Khmer
Rouge and other resistance groups. This would involve large-scale sweep
operations, employing extensive armour, artillery and air support,
accompanied by a resource control programme to deny local support, es-
pecially food supply, to guerillas.

31. Vietnamese forces began the preliminary phase of their dry season-
offensive in the third week of September in central and northeastern
Kampuchea, inflicting severe losses on the guerilla sources of food
supply and mass support, as well as on their command and control channels,
although guerilla casualties were relatively light. With the apparent
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intention of securing their lines of communication in these areas
at all cost, the Vietnamese operation was marked by exceptional and
deliberate "brutality, mass slaughter being common, resulting in
20,000 Khmer civilian deaths with serious effect on the guerilla
mass base. Another Vietnamese operation was launched in mid-October
in the area to the north and east of Siem Reap.

32. In western Kampuchea near the Thai border, Vietnamese operations
began in earnest on 9 October with an attack on the Phnom Malai range
near the border south of Aranyaprathet. Some Vietnamese units then
swept southward along the border to link up with another task force
moving north from Pailin. An extensive effort was being made by
Vietnamese forces in this area to fortify their positions, improve
roads and build helicopter landing pads. Vietnamese operations in the
latter half of October shifted to the sector opposite Ta Phraya District,
north of Aranyaprathet, conducting artillery-supported sweeps along
the border, laying minefields and building obstacles to seal the border,
and improving roads and bridges. Strict population control measures
were being enforced to prevent the civilian population from approaching
the Thai border, while those already located along the border were
being forced across into Thailand, principally by shelling.

33. Thai intelligence indicated that, in preparation for a major of-
fensive, Vietnamese Fourth Corps had begun moving north from Kampong
Chanang Province into the Battambang area and two or more divisions
would probably be transferred from eastern Kampuchea to the west.

3^. Subsequent to the briefing on 16 November, it was reported in the
Thai nress on 21 November and confirmed at meetings with Thai military
authorities that Vietnamese forces had evidently abandoned the strategy
of large-scale offensive and .would attempt to eliminate guerilla resistance
with a series of search-and-destroy operations.

Discussions with Thai authorities

35- Thai authorities considered Viet Nam's principal strategic objective
to be that of "establishing effective Communist rule under Hanoi over
the whole of the former French Indochina".

36. On the possible duration of the conflict, Thai authorities indicated
that they expected it to be protracted, although Thailand did not "look
to" a prolonged war in Kampuchea. They felt that Viet Nam would continue
fighting as long as necessary to achieve a decisive defeat of Pol Pot.
But the Thais thought that the Vietnamese would find it difficult to com-
pletely eliminate the Pol Pot forces because the Vietnamese were fighting
in a foreign country and the guerillas were highly motivated. The Thai
military did not believe that Vietnamese forces in Kampuchea would be ex-
panded beyond the present strength of 20 divisions. If fighting continued,
famine would worsen. Now Viet Nam was also ''in a pinch'1, they said. The
Heng Samrin regime had made little progress towards a viable administration
owing to lack of unity among the peonle and lack of a 'Sense of identification
with the Viet Nam-backed Government. Thai authorities suggested that if
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guerilla activity remained at the same level until the onset of the
next rainy season, Viet Nam might be induced, to seek other avenues,
possibly a political solution.

37- Thai authorities did not believe that there would be a_large-
scale Vietnamese incursion into Thailand, and acknowledged Viet Ham's
declaration that it would not attack Thailand. The Thais stressed,
however, that there existed a permanent threat to Thailand's security
arising from the intensification of fighting close to the border, which
could easily spill over into Thailand, in the form of cross-border shellings,
hot tmrsuit and other violations of Thai territory and air space. Between
1 January and 26 November 1979, there had been Qh major border violations,
including ^3 intrusions into Thai territory, some of which resulted in
clashes with Thai forces, 26 cross-border shellings and 15 violations
of Thai air space. Between mid-October and mid-November, there had been
at least 10 instances in which artillery and mortar shells believed to
have been fired by Vietnamese/National Front forces had landed in Thai
territory, causing a number of casualties. The violations during the
past year had resulted in 6 Thai soldiers killed, 10 wounded and 1 missing;
5 Thai civilians killed and 25 wounded; 12 Kampuchean civilians taking
refuge in Thailand killed and 23 wounded. The Aranyaprathet and Ta Phraya
districts in Prachinburi Province were the areas most affected by these
incidents. Furthermore, these border incidents together with general
tension along the border and the influx of Kampucheans had resulted in
displacing or otherwise adversely affecting a total of 80,000 Thais from
6U villages along the border. Thai military authorities, particularly
at the national level, seemed to consider few of these incidents as
deliberately provoked. Even hot pursuit, they said, could be either
deliberate or inadvertent. They pointed out that the border in many areas
was not well delineated. On the other hand, Thai commanders in the field
seemed more inclined to see deliberate provocation in some incidents, as in
the case of the clash on 17. November at Ban Laem in which Thai forces
suffered five casualties.—' In this connexion officers of the Joint Defence
Task Force (see para.55 below) maintained that within their jurisdiction,
that is Chantatmri and Trad Provinces in southeastern Thailand, the border
was well demarcated with sign posts and natural landmarks. Air Marshal Siddhi
expressed the view that the visit of our mission had helped calm the situation.

38. In the event of a major Vietnamese offensive, the Thai military
authorities said, violations of Thai sovereignty and territory might occur
in the following ways: (i) hot pursuit of Kampuchean troops and civilians;
(ii) use of fire power against Kampucheans located in Thai territory;
(iii) interdiction of Kampucheans attempting to re-cross the border to
return to Kampuchea; and (iv) use of Thai territory for troop movements and

I/ The mission was informed that this incident took place when a group of
35 Thai marines were clearing a helicopter landing site for the forth-
coming visit of our mission to the border area. The mission was told
further that, on 18 November, a group of Thai soldiers sent to the same
area to search for two comrades missing in the previous day's incident
again came under heavy fire. On both occasions, the Thai forces were
obliged to return fire in order to silence enemy fire.
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manoeuvres. The large concentration of Kampucheans near the border
thus posed a major security problem. In particular, hostile action by
armed Khmer groups near the border against Vietnamese forces invited
attack by the latter. Furthermore, certain armed groups among
Kampucheans engaged in activities detrimental to peace and order, such
as intergroup fighting, armed robbery and black marketing. However,
to disarm and expel them would require committing a considerable number
of troops.

39- Thai authorities stressed that they would take counter-measures in
the event of violations of Thai territory- in order to defend national
security and national honour. At the same time, they repeatedly affirmed
that Thailand wanted peace, not war. They informed the mission that
Vietnamese forces had eight divisions deployed in western Kampuchea op-
posite the Thai-Kampuchean border. Thailand, they said, had two divisions
deployed in its eastern provinces along the border.

1*0. The Thai authorities expressed concern at the possibility of escalation
of the conflict in Kampuchea. They did not believe that Viet Nam wanted
to involve Thailand, but miscalculation was possible. Thailand did not
wish to be drawn into the conflict and had told Viet Nam not to involve
Thailand and ASEAN countries as enemies. Thai authorities also expressed
concern at the "long-range strategy" of the USSR and, in particular, China.
China, in their view, would not accept a total Vietnamese occupation of
Kampuchea and was capable of bringing troops in for a "second lesson" within
two or three weeks. On the other hand, Viet Nam would attack anyone who
was opposed to its aims and was maintaining itself on a full war footing.
Air Marshal Siddhi remarked that Kampucheans should choose their own govern-
ment, which should be acceptable to Viet Nam, thus depriving China of the
excuse for attacking Viet Nam.

Ul. The Thai authorities stated that they had under detention 123 Vietnamese
defectors and spies. They did not wish to make an issue of them and embarrass
Viet Nam, and were prepared to return them to Viet Nam through the United
Nations. Thai officials proposed repeatedly that the mission meet with some
of these detainees, since they would provide the best evidence of Vietnamese
involvement in the conflict near the border, whereas weapons captured from
either side could be of any national origin. I rejected the proposal,
maintaining the position that such a meeting would involve the mission in
unnecessary controversy and jeopardize its usefulness.

U2. Thai military had also captured 188 National Front soldiers. Some of them
had been allowed to return to Kampuchea voluntarily. The remainder had been
released inadvertently by the local Thai commander, despite instructions by
the Supreme Command, along with some returning Kampuchean civilians, because
these prisoners had been disarmed.
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Viet Nam's allegation of Thai violation of neutrality

U3. At a number of meetings with Thai officials, I raised the
question of Viet Nam's allegation that Thailand was violating its
stated policy of neutrality "by providing sanctuary to Kampucheans
fighting against the Viet Nam-backed National Front; that is,
Thailand was permitting Khmer Rouge, Khmer Seri and other fighting
groups to enter its territory together with Kampuchean civilians,
providing them with food and rest, then allowing some of them to
return to Kampuchea to resume fighting.

kk. The Thai authorities stressed that their policy on permitting
Kampucheans to enter Thailand was entirely humanitarian. A whole
race was being threatened with extinction. It was impossible to
differentiate among groups under conditions of mass influx. Did the
international community want Thailand to send all back to Kampuchea,,
they asked. Thailand treated all unarmed Kampucheans as potential
refugees and provided temporary asylum to all those who wanted to
enter or who had no other choice. Those who entered Thailand with
arras were disarmed by the Thai military and there were large depots
of weapons thus seized. Thailand provided these suffering Kampucheans
food, shelter and medical care with the help of international agencies.
On the other hand, Thailand encouraged Kampucheans to live in their
own country and would not stop any Kampucheans who wished to return to
Kampuchea.

^5. The above declared Thai policy notwithstanding, UNICEF and UNHCR
officials informed the mission that they had seen armed Kampucheans,
particularly members of Khmer Seri groups, within Thai territory.?/and
that on at least one occasion an aid official witnessed Thai military
returning arms to Kampucheans before they re-crossed the border into
Kampuchea. In this connexion, these international officials pointed out
that certain Thai commanders in the field enjoyed considerable autonomy
from national civilian,and military control as well as an independent base
of political support.— Air Marshal Siddhi also conceded that evidently
some Kampuchean fighters had hidden their arms in Kampuchea before
crossing into Thailand.

Visits to the field

U6. In connexion with the question of security in the border area,
three types of data were presented to the mission during its field
trips (see section II of this report):

2j The presence of armed Kampucheans in Thai territory was implicitly
admitted also by Thai military authorities in Bangkok. See para. 38.

3/ Colonel Prachak Sawangchit , commander of the border area where some
1*00,000 Kampucheans had gathered, is a Senator and was described
as a rightist and a well-known figure.
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(i) data regarding cross-border shellings and other border incidents;
(ii) measures taken by the Thai military in response to heightened
tension along the border; and
(iii)disruption of Thai civilian life in the border area.

(i) Data regarding cross-border shellings and other border incidents

^7- On 19 November, the mission vas escorted to Pap Krau Provincial
Hospital in Chantaburi to visit three Thai soldiers reportedly wounded
and view the remains of a soldier killed in a clash on IT November with
Vietnamese/National Front forces (see para.37). One of the three
had been seriously wounded and had undergone a tracheotomy, while the
other two had sustained minor injuries. A fifth soldier was said to be
still missing and presumed dead at the time.

1*8. On 20 November, upon arrival at the headquarters of the First
Battalion of the Joint Defence Task Force (see para.55) in Ban Jang
Wang, the mission was informed by Rear Admiral Kasem, Chief of Staff of
the Task Force, that he had just received information that elements of
the Vietnamese/National Front forces had "entrenched'1 inside Thai
territory in the same area where the clash had taken place on 17 November.
He explained that Vietnamese/National Front and Pol Pot forces were en-
gaged in fighting at that moment in the area across the border, and sug-
gested that the Vietnamese/National Front forces had crossed into Thailand
in the course of that fighting. He indicated that the incursion was con-
tinuing as of the time of the conversation.

U9. Subseauently, the mission visited Ban Khao Men in Chantaburi Province
to inspect a hole said to have been made by the impact of a Soviet-made
82 mm mortar shell fired from across the border._' The Thai military escort
explained that the shell had been one of eight to ten which had been observed
falling in Thai territory on 6 November.5.' They could have been launched,
they said, in connexion with fighting between Vietnamese/National Front
forces and Pol Pot troops. Owing to the thick vegetation in the area, they
said, they had been able to locate only one of the holes. The hole was on a
trail off the main road at a point about 500 metres from the border and
about one kilometre from a hill in which, they said, Vietnamese/National
Front forces had their guns positioned and from which the shells had been
fired. It was a shallow indentation on the ground approximately one metre
in diameter. At one side lay the base of the mortar shell and additional
small shell fragments were found in and about the hole. The Thai military
escort stated that the scene was as it had appeared when the hole had been
discovered some days previously.

W Thai military said they used American-made 8l mm mortar shells only.

_5_/ However, a comprehensive list of border incidents, which was subsequently
provided at the mission's request, described the 6 November incident
as involving five mortar shells.
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50. Later on the same day, at Ban Laem, slightly to the north,
the mission was shown casings of M-79 rockets, the casing of one
RPG shell and the base of an 82mm mortar shell, said to have been
recovered from the area of the clash on 18 November (see footnote
1 above). The mortar shell base bore the following mark: MT1A1E1 959 MA 2-9.

51. Before leaving Ban Laem the mission was asked by its Thai military
escort if it wished to visit the area of the 17 - 13 November clash,
which could be reached by a one-hour trek on foot. Although the mission
indicated its readiness to do so if it would contribute to its work, the
Thai escort decided against it for reasons of security. The Thai escort
also informed the mission that the last leg of that day's trip by the
mission to the border area had to be by motor vehicles, instead of by
helicopter as originally planned, because after the clash of 17 - 18 November
it was considered too dangerous to fly to that part of the border by
helicopter.

52. On the occasion of the mission's visit on 26 November to the border
area near Aranyaprathet in Praehinburi Province, there was at the
headquarters of the Army Second Division in Wathana Nakorn, where the
mission was briefed, a display of arms and other items reportedly captured
from Vietnamese soldiers. The display included about a dozen rifles, rice
rations, a can of condensed milk bearing USSR marking, and identity
documents said to be of detained Vietnamese soldiers, as well as fragments
of mortar shells recovered from sites of shellings.

53. Later on the same day, the mission visited Ban Klong Wah near the
border south of Aranyaprathet, which was said to have been the site of the
influx of 30,000 Kampucheans as a result of intense fighting on 9 October
between Vietnamese and Pol Pot forces around Phnom Malai range on the other
side of the border. Subsequently, on 16 October shellings from across the
border had killed five of the Kampuchean refugees in the same area and led
to the transfer of the 30,000 refugees to the camp at Sa Kaeo. The mission
was taken to an observation post on a nearby hill 500 metres from the border,
from which a number of huts built by fleeing Kamnucheans could be seen on
the other side of the border. The mission, however, did not observe any
physical evidence of reported- shellings in the area.

5^. From Ban Klong Wah the mission proceeded to the town of Aranyaprathet,
where it was shown at the district hospital some 20 Kampucheans who had
reportedly been wounded by Vietnamese shelling.

(ii) Measures taken by the Thai military in response to heightened
tension along the border

55. During its visit from 19 to 22 November to border areas of Chantaburi
and Trad Provinces in southeastern Thailand, the mission was informed-that a
Joint Defence Task Force had been established in response to the current
tense situation on the border. .It consisted of three battalions, mostly



marines, and an armoured battalion. It was responsible for the
security of the above two provinces and most of its members were
deployed along the "border. Rear Admiral Kasem Likitwongs,
Chief of Staff of the Task Force, accompanied the mission through-
out this visit.

56. On 20 November, the mission visited Ban Laem, inside an ar';a
which had been declared off-limits following the incidents of IT - 18
November nearby (see para. 37). The mission toured the area just
inside the borderline, which was marked by a stream, and was shown
trenches and bunkers where armed Thai soldiers were deployed and
sub-machine guns were positioned.

(iii) Disruption of Thai civilian life in the border area

57. On 20 November, the mission visited the village of Ban Ding Daeng,
from which residents had been twice evacuated owing to the tense
border situation. Ban Ding Daeng, in Pong Nam Ron District, is located
in a salient about 1.5 km wide and 5 km long jutting into Kampuchea
in the northern part of Chantaburi Province. About 50 people had been
assembled in front of a school building. The mission was told that the
villagers had been evacuated from their homes in May for a month at the
time of a Vietnamese/National Front offensive in the area across the
border. The second evacuation had taken place in October when another
large offensive was being carried out in that area (see para. 32).
The people had been reluctant to leave because of the impending harvest,
and those in the village at the time had been allowed to return temporarily
for the harvest. Some were staying in the village, others returned to
the shelters outside at night. About 2,000 people from this and two other
nearby villages were said to have been affected.

58. Subsequently, the mission visited another Thai village partially
evacuated as a result of border tension, Ban Bung Chanang, which was
located only 300 metres from the border. Some 150 villagers here also
had been evacuated in May and again in October. Now, mostly men were
back for the harvest, while the elderly, women and children were at
a centre some 1.5 km inland. In addition to the Thai Welfare Department,
UHICEF had been assisting these villagers for two months providing food,
clothing and implements.

59. Later in the same day, at Ban Laem, inside an area declared off limits
since the clash on 17 - 18 November between Vietnamese/National Front and
Thai forces (see para.37), the mission toured an apparently deserted
village. Some 100 families - about 600 people - had been relocated to Ban
Plaeng (see para 60). The school had been closed since May 1979, and
civilian life had been disrupted ever since. Now military officers were
stationed in the village. It was said that the latest events made their
early return to their homes even less likely.



60. From Ban Laem, the mission proceeded to Ban Plaeng where, it
was told, the 600 evacuated villagers from Ban Laem were sheltered
in the Community Hall. The Community Hall, which was filled when
the mission visited it, did not appear, however, to hold as many
as 600 people. The district officer said that these were the Thai
villagers whose lives had been most seriously disrupted. Thai Welfare
Department as well as UNICEF and ¥FP were assisting them. The mission
was informed that an area of about 30 rai (̂ 8,000 square metres) was
being cleared for a vegetable garden, which would bring some income
for the people, and that appropriation for a school had just been approved,
indicating that their relocation was expected to be a prolonged one.
Some of the villagers worked as volunteers at Ban Laem, protecting
property and helping the military.
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IV. THE REFUGEE QUESTION

Influx of refugees

61. The n-ission stressed to the Thai authorities, throughout our
consultations, that our main concern as regards the refugee question
was its political and security implications, nevertheless, the Thai
officials repeatedly called our attention to the sheer dimension of
the refugee question, both actual and potential.

62. According to information provided by the Thai military officials
at the briefing of 16 November (see section II, para. 9 above), the
larger influx of Kampuchean refugees into Thailand began in October,
folloving the beginning of the Vietnamese operations in western
Kampuchea.6/ Some 50,000 persons had fled into Thailand in the area
south of Aranyaprathet in Prachinburi Province, most of them civilians
under Khmer Rouge control, with some cadres. Later, some 20,000 had
returned to Kampuchea and 30,000 had been moved to the Sa Kaeo centre
at Ban Kaeng.

63. As the Vietnamese operation, in the latter part of October, shifted
to the sector north of Aranyaprathet, some 316,000 Kampucheans had
gathered at various locations on the border of Ta Phraya District,
in Prachinburi Province, some within Thai territory. Another 80,000
had gathered near the border south of Aranyaprathet and some 20,000
more opposite the Provinces of Chantaburi and Trad to the south. Thus,
a total of iiOO,000 Kampucheans were gathered near the border.

6k. By the end of November these figures had greatly increased. Thai
authorities informed the mission that as of 27 November 1979 there were
some 68,000 Kampuchean refugees in Thai territory and approximately
5bO,000 Kampucheans near the Thai-Kampuchean border poised to cross
into Thailand. Of the Kampucheans inside Thailand, 6l,012 persons
were under the supervision of Thai military authorities and 6,670 persons
under the supervision of the Ministry of Interior.

65. The 560,000 Kampucheans poised to cross into Thailand were
distributed as follows:

6/ At the refugee centre in Mai Rut, the mission was told that some Kampucheans
had come as early as 1975 after the seizure of power by the Pol Pot regime
and that that camp had been established in 1976. The large influx of
Kampucheans into the Aranyaprathet area in June 1979 and the subsequent
expulsion of many of them was referred to only obliquely.
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Prachinburi Province

Ta Phraya District

Opposite Ban Hong Samed 180,000
Opposite Ban Non Mak Mun 250,000
Opposite Ban Tab Seam 50,000

Watthana Nakhon District

Opposite Ban Khlong Van-Ban 60,000
Khlong Kai Tuen

Chantaburi Province

Pong Nam Ron District

Opposite Ban Laem 10,000

Trad Province

Opposite Ban Bo Rai 10,000

66. In addition, according to General Lek, Minister of Interior, there
were some 100,000 Laotian refugees under the supervision of Thai authorities. 7_/

Thai policy on Kampuchean refugees

67. Prime Minister Kriangsak told the mission that at first Thailand had
not been in a position to deal with all the Kampucheans fleeing into
Thailand and had to push many of them back. However, with the aggravation
of the suffering in Kampuchea and the increase in the influx of Karroucheans,
coupled with the growing concern of the international community in providing
aid, he had decided to change his policy and had declared (on 19 October)
that henceforth Thailand would help all Kampucheans who sought help in
Thailand.

68. Thai authorities repeatedly emphasized to the mission that the Thai
Government was willing to receive all Kampuchean refugees but only on a
temporary basis. They should be resettled in a third country or eventually
return to Kampuchea. Thai authorities call the Kanpucheans in Thailand
"illegal immigrants".

69. Summing up the Thai policy on Kampuchean "illegal immigrants", one
official said that his Government envisaged dealing with the Kampuchean
refugees in three stages. During the first stage, immediately upon entry
in Thai territory, the "illegal immigrants" were kept at reception centres
at the border. The military authorities were responsible for them, and the
number of reception centres would depend on the prevailing conditions. If
the "illegal immigrants" wanted to go back, they were free to do so; if not,
they would be moved farther inland. (Concerning the question of weapons of
Khmer armed personnel crossing the border see section III, paras. hh-h5 above).

7/ Other sources have estimated this figure as high as 160,000.
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70. For the second stage, there were holding centres further inland, such
as those at Ban Kaeng, Ban Phya Kamput and Mai Rut. From these centres, the
"illegal immigrants" could still go back to Kampuchea.

71. At the third stage, the "illegal immigrants" who did not vant to
return to Kampuchea and were to be resettled in a third country were
transferred to transit centres. Currently, there were two transit
centres at Bangkok, ani there were plans to build a third one, also
near Bangkok, with the capacity to hold up to 20,000 people at a time.

72. Although the stated Thai policy was to receive all Kammicheans who
sought refuge, humanitarian agency officials conveyed to us the view that
the chief Thai concern was to preserve Kampuchea as a buffer zone and for
this reason they had initially preferred to feed Kampucheans in Kampuchea
rather than having them cross into Thailand. In September 1979» "the Thai
authorities had authorized UNICEF/ICRC officials to cross from Thailand
into Kampuchea to survey the area south of Aranyaprathet. On the basis
of this survey, they had devised a programme of assistance to Kampucheans
on the Kampuchean side of the border with the assistance of Thai military
who provided security. Although this programme had been handled in an
extremely low key, in order not to jeopardize UIHCEF's Phnom Penh-based
programme of assistance, it had expanded from providing food from Uo,000
to 370,000 people. Food distribution had been most effective among people
controlled by the Khmer Rouge, who were the best organized. This programme
of assistance had significantly improved the health condition of the Khmer
Rouge who had been near starvation.

73. On 19 November, the Thai authorities announced the intention to
move Kampucheans who had gathered in the border area to farther
inland. Immediately following this announcement, on 21 November the
authorities started moving Kampucheans from the border to a holding
centre under construction at Khao I Dang in the Aranyaprathet area,
some 12 km from the border. On 23 November, General Lek, Minister of
Interior, told the mission that if some ̂ 00,000 Kampucheans gathered
on the Kampuchean side of the border crossed into Thailand, they should
be moved farther inland as their presence on the border might invite hot
pursuit actions.

7^. Following the diplomatic move regarding the setting up of a "safe
haven" for refugees on the border (see section VI below), on 27 November,
General Prem, Minister of Defence, indicated that he agreed with the
idea because Thailand wanted to keen the refugees on the border rather
than bring them in, which would be costly and reduce the chances of their
eventual return.

75. Thai authorities have been facing difficulties in the implementation
of their policy of moving refugees who crossed into Thailand farther £nland.
Khmer Seri leaders did not want Kampucheans to be removed from border areas
since they represented their political basis. At the new holding centre of
Khao I Dang, starting as of 21 November some 6,000 to 7,000 Kampucheans per
day had been moved in during the first few days, but the pace had dropped
as a result of pressure from Khmer Seri leaders. In the particular case of
Khao I Dang, Col. Prachak, the Thai military official responsible for the
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transfer of Kampucheans from the border to the holding centre, told the
mission that he had "his way" of dealing with the nroblem. A Thai official
indicated that, if Khmer Seri leaders continued refusing to allow the
evacuation of refugees, the Thais would not continue to feed them in the
border area.

Repercussions on Thai population

76. All Thai officials with whom the mission met stressed the disruptive
effects of the influx of Kanpuchean refugees on the Thai population. They
indicated that the large influx of refugees had taxed Thai resources. Thai
villagers living near the border had been forced to move to areas farther
away from the border, disrupting their lives. They had had to abandon
their houses and had been unable to cultivate their land, which resulted
in considerable economic loss (see section III, para. 37 above).

77. Prime Minister Kriangsak said that some 200,000 Thais had already
been uprooted or otherwise affected by the influx of refugees. During
a visit to a centre holding displaced Thais in Pong Nam Ron District,
Chantaburi Province, we were informed by the Thai authorities that the
total number of displaced Thais along the entire border was 80,000 people
from 6k villages.

78. In a briefing at the Headquarters of the Joint Defence Task Force
at Chantaburi on 19 November, Mr. Samrung, Deputy Governor of Chantaburi
Province, said that the influx of Kampuchean refugees had economic,
political, administrative and security repercussions. Economic
repercussions were two-fold: (i) general repercussion owing to the
extra burden on the local economy of growing expenditures while income
remained the same; and (ii) direct economic impact on the economic
conditions of the people in that area. Politically, the Thai Government
assistance to refugees had led the Thai people in the area to feel that
refugees were being treated better than Thais. The refugee influx had
also resulted in a deterioration of relations with neighbouring countries.
The administration had been burdened by the need to recruit many additional
staff to care for the refugees. As regards national security, it was
impossible to control the influx of refugees and there had been infiltration
by spies.

Difficulties encountered by humanitarian agencies and programmes

79- Officials of humanitarian agencies and programmes dealing with Kampuchean
refugees in Thailand informed the mission that they were encountering problems
which might adversely affect the effectiveness of their efforts. Apart from
the political factors which were increasingly felt to be central to the
success of the humanitarian effort, they stressed in particular the problem
of co-ordination of the efforts undertaken by the various agencies and
programmes as well as the financial aspects of their operations.
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80. As p.n example of co-ordination problems, both UITICEF and UNHCR
officials referred to a possible conflict between their respective activities:
i.e. the more successful was UNICEF/ICRC operation on the border, the more
likely it was to undermine both UITICEF's own Phnom Penh-based operation as
veil as UNHCR's operation in Thai camps .-IS/ As regards financial aspects,
they mentioned the scarcity of funds, particularly the fact that pledges
did not represent cash in hand.

Observations from field trios

81. Of all the refugee camps visited by our mission, the Sa Kaeo holding
centre at Ban Kaeng in Prachinburi Province presented the worst conditions.
This camp was established on 2U October under control of the Thai Military
Supreme Command and, as of IT November 1979, was holding 32,000 people.
Even here the conditions of many refugees appeared better than we had
been led to expect from press reports. A UTTHCR official explained that
there had been a tremendous improvement since their arrival three weeks
earlier.

82. At all camps, refugees were assisted in their basic needs. Medical
assistance was available, and the infirm and sick were treated at camp
hospitals and out-patient clinics. Apart from the crowded conditions
prevailing in all centres, a most depressing aspect of the refugees'
confinement to these camps is their almost complete idleness.

83. Most international relief officials seriously questioned the
feasibility of the Mai Rut camp in Trad Province because of its location
on a narrow sand strip adjacent to the border and its lack of all basic
requirements. It will be noted that, while the population of the whole
Province is 130,000 inhabitants, Thai authorities planned to expand the
Mai Rut camp to hold up to 300,000 Kampuchean refugees. As of November 1979,
the camp was holding some 6,500'refugees. For the expansion it would be
necessary to bring in facilities such as water supply, electricity and
telephones, which would be shared with the local population.

7a/ At least one UNICEF official was critical of the Thai policy of
evacuating Kampucheans from border areas to camps in Thailand
(see para. 73), in part because it could amount to turning potential
refugees into actual ones. On the other hand, a UTTHCR official,
while affirming UliTHCR's position that most Kampuchean refugees
should eventually return to Kampuchea, supported the Thai policy,
saying that the refugees could go back from 10 km inside Thailand as
well as from the border area and that, in any area of conflict, the
first step in reducing tension was to evacuate civilians.
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V. POLITICAL CONDITIONS III THAILAND

General

8H. Thailand occupies a central position on the Southeast Asia Peninsula,
sharing borders with Burma on the vest and northwest, Laos on the east
and northeast, Kampuchea on the southeast and Malaysia on the south. It
has an area of 51̂ ,000 Sq j^. its population, estimated at h6 million in
1978, is predominantly ethnic Thai. Chinese are the most important ethnic
minority, accounting for 12 per cent of the total population.

85. Since the 1930's, Thailand has been a highly centralized constitutional
monarchy, traditionally functioning through a strong Prime Minister. The
King has, in the modern era, exercised little power. He is, however, a
popular symbol of national unity and identity.

86. The bicameral National Assembly consists of a Senate, the upper
house, composed of "qualified persons" appointed by the King, who are
at least 35 years of age and do not belong to any political party,
and a House of Representatives. The size of the Senate does not
exceed three-fourths of the total number of members in the lower house.
The dominant legislative body is the House of Representatives, which
consists of approximately 300 members elected directly by the people.
There has been a multiplicity of political parties in Thailand, hk having
contested the last elections in 1976 with 19 winning seats. The Con-
stitution as well as political party activity was suspended following a
coup in October 1976.

87. The present Government of General Kriangsak ChOmanan was brought
to power by the military who established a 23-member Revolutionary Council
after an attempted right-wing coup had failed in 1977- General Kriangsak
was commander of the armed forces. His Government is reported to represent
a coalition of the major political groupings.

88; In recent years Thailand's system of government has been subject
to recurrent pressures from below for democratization and reform. The
country's internal problems include tensions between Thais and the
substantial Chinese minority and continuing armed insurgencies in
border areas, particularly in the southern provinces bordering Malaysia
and in the northern areas bordering Laos.

89. Recent reports in the Thai press indicate instability in the
current Cabinet. During November 1979? there were reports that
several Cabinet members had voluntarily offered their resignation
to Prime Minister Kriangsak to pave the way for a reorganization of
the Cabinet. The press suggested that the Prime Minister was having ,
difficulties in preserving the present government coalition and was
carefully considering how to strengthen his support in the House of
Representatives. The Prime Minister was reported to have acknowledged
his intention to reorganize the Cabinet in the near future.



Foreign relations

90. Many observers have described Thai leaders as pragmatic and
flexible in their use of diplomacy as a means of preserving independence
and freedom. At present, Thailand has diplomatic relations with all the
permanent members of the Security Council. Sixty-eight nations maintain
resident missions in Bangkok, including Laos and Viet Nam.

91. Following World War II, during which it was occupied by the
Japanese, Thailand became closely allied with the United States.
Thai-United States policy of co-operation is based on three agreements:
the Economic and Technical Assistance Agreement of 1950; the Military
Assistance Program (MAP) of 1950; and the Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization (SEATO) treaty of 195̂ . Under the first pact, the
United States agreed to furnish economic and technical assistance
to Thailand. The second provided for United States supply of arms
and equipment and assistance in training the armed forces in the
use of weapons so furnished. The third formed the legal basis of
Thai-United States military co-operation in Thailand.

92. During the Viet Nam war, Thailand served as a major staging
area for United States military efforts in Indochina. Following the
end of the war, the United States military presence in Thailand was
withdrawn at the request of the Thai Government, and Thailand has
sought to reorient its foreign policy with major emphasis on
co-operation within the region. It has maintained, however, a close
relationship with the United States.

93. Recent efforts by Thailand to establish a tolerable relationship
with its Indochinese neighbours with which border problems had long
been endemic were largely successful until the influx of refugees began
to create serious problems for the Thai Government. It has, however,
maintained particularly close ties with Malaysia in combatting guerrilla
activity along their common border.

International and regional co-operation

9^. Thailand became a Member of the United Nations in 19̂ 6 and is a
member of all the United Nations agencies with the exception of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Various United Nations
bodies functioning in East and Southeast Asia maintain their headquarters
at Bangkok.

95- Thailand is a founding member of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), which was formed in 196?. The other members are
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore. The ASEAN Declaration
of 8 August 1967 included among the organization's objectives: "To promote
regional peace and stability through abiding respect for justice and the
rule of law in the relationship among countries of the region and adherence
to the principles of the United Nations Charter".
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96. In the Joint Statement of the special meeting of the ASEAN
Foreign Ministers held on 12-13 January 1979 in Bangkok, .§/ the
ASEAN countries expressed their determination "to demonstrate the
solidarity and cohesiveness of ASEAN in the face of the current
threat to peace and stability in the Southeast Asian Region'1.
Among other things, the ASEAN members deplored the armed inter-
vention against Kampuchea, called for the withdrawal of foreign
forces from Kampuchean territory and urged the Security Council
"to take the necessary and appropriate measures to restore peace,
security and stability in the area". Following adoption of
General Assembly resolution 3̂ /22 of lU November 1979, ASEAN
members are expected to discuss what their next step should be
at a meeting scheduled for mid-December. On the question of
military co-operation among ASEAN members, Prime Minister Kriangsak
was reported to have said that the decision would depend on events
in the future concerning the political and military situation in
Southeast Asia.

8/ S/13025, annex.



VI. PROPOSAL FOR A "SAFE HAVEN"

97. On 23 November, I met at his request the Ambassador of Sweden to
Thailand, who informed me that the Permanent Representative of Sweden
had expressed to the Secretary-General his Government's concern about
the situation along the Thai-Kampuchean border resulting from the influx
of refugees. He indicated that a number of Ambassadors in Bangkok,
mostly of Western countries, had been informally consulting with one
another regarding ideas for easing the situation of Kampuchean refugees
on the Thai-Kampuchean border.

98. Later in the same day, the Ambassadors to Thailand of Australia,
Japan, the Netherlands and Sweden called on me at their initiative to
convey their views informally in this regard. The Ambassador of the
Netherlands said that he was representing the European Nine. I pointed
out that my terms of reference was to examine the situation in consultation
with the Government of Thailand and to report to you thereon; I agreed,
however, to listen to their views and convey them to you.

99. The Ambassadors indicated that they and a number of other Ambassadors
of countries which were heavily involved in extending assistance to
Kampuchean refugees, including the Ambassador of the United States,
had been concerned with the specific problem of the huge concentration
of Kampucheans which had rapidly built up on both sides of the border
at Ban Nong Samed and Ban Non Mak Mun near Aranyaprathet. The Thai
Government had announced on 19 November plans to evacuate them to a
new holding centre at Khao I Dang some 10 km inside the border. The
Ambassadors could not see, however, removing half a million Kampucheans
to crowded camps in Thailand, where they might very well have to stay
for perhaps ten years or more-,-recreating the situation of Palestinian
refugees. In particular, they questioned the wisdom of the Thai plan of
evacuation since they believed that most of these Kampucheans were
basically seeking food and safety, and did not want to cross the border
into Thailand. Furthermore, the longer these Kampucheans stayed in Thai
camps, the more "contaminated'1 and suspect they would become in the eyes
of a future Kampuchean regime and the harder it would be to reintegrate
them into Kampuchean society. The Ambassadors believed that it would be
better to keep the Kampucheans where they were, straddling the border,
provided that their safety could be provided and tension in the border
area could be defused.

100. The Ambassadors were thinking of ways to at least limit aggravation
of the problem while leaving open the option of the refugees' eventual
return to Kampuchea. Of the two immediate needs in maintaining the
Kampucheans on the border, their food needs — at 350 tons of rice a day —
could be met; the problem of security was more difficult, since relief
agencies and Thai military had no authority to operate on the Kampuchean
side of the border. Fortunately the Vietnamese forces had not so far
applied large-scale military pressure against this agglomeration of
Kampucheans, and this had given them a ''glimmer of hope" that the
Vietnamese might be persuaded to honour a "tacit understanding" to
leave the status quo alone by continuing to refrain from attacking
them. The Ambassadors hoped that the Secretary-General would quietly
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sound out all concerned in this regard.

101. As regards the means of controlling the area and, in particular,
a United Nations role, the Ambassador of Australia said that the
Ambassadors had no specific agreed group view on the subject. He
felt, however, that officials of various international agencies
"in substantial numbers'1 "floating in and out'' of the area might
be ''all that the traffic will bear'' and, given a tacit understanding
of the parties concerned not to attack, might be sufficient. The
Ambassador of the Netherlands stressed that the key to the success
of the proposal was "tacit understanding'1 and that any formal
arrangement would invite Vietnamese opposition. The Ambassador
of Sweden noted, however, that armed Kampuchean elements would have
to be kept out of the area by international supervision. He
remarked further that terminology had to be carefully chosen to
allay Vietnamese suspicions and any expression with military
connotation such as "neutral zone" or :'no man's land" should be
avoided.

102. The Ambassador of Australia said he felt that there were
factors at work to restrain the Vietnamese and that they might very
well show similar understanding as they had done in the case of the
''boat people'1. The Ambassador of the Netherlands remarked that Viet
Nam appeared surprised and upset at the unexpectedly one-sided vote
on the ASEAN draft resolution on Kampuchea and might be afraid to
further antagonize non-aligned countries. As to Thai reaction to the
idea, he had talked with the Thai officials and had the impression
that they were thinking along similar lines. They would welcome
any increase in international involvement, not only in providing
material assistance but also in the observer role as indicated by
their request for the present mission. The Ambassador of Australia
remarked that once a large-scale Vietnamese offensive began under
existing circumstances, the mass influx of Kampucheans under the
worst of conditions would damage the Thai image and that the USSR
was also sensitive to this fact. The USSR, in his view, would also
see further severe damage to Viet Nam if things continued. The USSR
Embassy in Bangkok had told General Kriangsak that there was no
military threat to Thailand and had denied all along that there
would be a general offensive. The Ambassador saw the USSR as playing
a restraining role. The Ambassador of Sweden felt that non-communist
Khmer groups in the area would not object to the idea. It was noted
that the area in question was not a Pol Pot area.

103. The Ambassadors of Australia and Sweden stressed that it was
imperative to manage to convince Viet Nam, the National Front and
the USSR that this was not a Western-inspired political ploy to
undermine their position. They must be persuaded that, in addition
to being a humanitarian move, it would be in their own interest to
keep these Kampucheans in Kampuchea, where the National Front might ,
open a dialogue with them and eventually bring them back into the
fold. It would also help future relations between Viet Nam and
the rest of Asia. These considerations had not been sufficiently ex-
plained to Viet Nam. Although it was not possible to see too far into
the future, Viet Nam should be made to see that it would be more
damaging to disturb the existing situation than to leave it alone.



10U. The Ambassador of Japan said that his Government agreed with
the idea, although it believed that ASEAN countries should be involved
in any consultation in this regard. 9/ The Ambassador of Sweden said
that his Government supported the idea and his country's Permanent
Representative had already seen the Secretary-General. He added that
the Permanent Representative had informed the Secretary-General that
his Government was prepared to back up whatever bilateral approaches
the Secretary-General would undertake. The Ambassador of Australia
said that he did not as yet have his Government's formal approval,
but that he was confident that it was forthcoming. The Ambassador
of the Netherlands said that, except for the United Kingdom, whose
position was "ahead" of the others, the EC members had no formal
position on the subject as yet. However, the seven Ambassadors of
EC countries in Bangkok had been reporting to their home Governments
along these lines and all were confident that their Governments were
thinking along similar lines. 10/

105- On 27 November, the Nation Review reported in a prominent front-
page article that certain international agencies and Western diplomatic
sources were proposing the setting up of a ''safe haven'1 on the Thai-
Kampuchean border, using that expression publicly for the first time.

106. On the same day, I referred to the above article at my meeting
with the Defence Minister, General Prem Tinsulanond, and asked for
his views. The Minister responded that he supported the idea, because
Thailand preferred to Keep the refugees on the border rather than bring
them in, which would be costly and reduce chances of their eventual
return. The Minister stressed, however, that the area would have to
be under United Nations control.i!/

107 - At the summing-up meeting with Air Marshal Siddhi on 28 November,
I again referred to the Nation Review article and asked for his views.
Air Marshal Siddhi said that, although it would be "awkward" for the
Thai Government to propose such an idea, if it was initiated by others
and accepted by the Secretary-General, his Government would accept it.

£/ A member of the Japanese Embassy in Bangkok subsequently pointed out
that the idea had been originally sounded out by Japan in July. He
said further that the Ambassador of Japan had been hesitant to join
the other Ambassadors for this meeting because the grouD did not
include any of the ASEAN countries.

1Q/ Subsequently, a UNHCR official, who was critical of the proposal,
said that he had talked on 27 November to the Ambassadors of the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands, both of whom seemed,
in his view, not fully committed to the idea.

ll/ Subsequently, on h December, the Defence Minister was reported in the
Bangkok Post_ as having said that he disagreed with the idea of "safe
haven" since "Thai soldiers should be empowered to enter every inch
of Thai soil."
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He indicated that the matter had been discussed at the cabinet meeting
on 27 November. If such a ''safe haven" were set up on the border, he
said, Thai authorities could leave those Kampucheans unwilling to come
to Thai camps on the border under United Nations "sponsorship" , and the
area could be declared a non-military zone and made free from attack.
Security of the area could be provided by the United Nations, which was
experienced in such matters, and through the prestige of the Secretary-General.
Mr. Kasemsamosorn Kasemsri, Director-General of the Political Deparment of
the Foreign Ministry, interjected that a "safe haven" already existed on the
Thai side of the border. On the Kampuchean side, too, the other side already
accepted international aid officials — thus a de facto situation existed —
but their number was small. They could be increased without explicit
acceptance by the other side. Air Marshal Siddhi added that the very
presence of international officials would deter the Heng Samrin forces.
The area involved would be quite small and, in his view, it could be
done. Unlike the "land bridge" proposal, the ''safe haven'' would not
violate the sovereignty of the Heng Samrin regime, he asserted. The
Air Marshal further expressed the view that it would be difficult for
the Heng Samrin regime to state publicly that it would not co-operate
with a humanitarian move to help its own people, and that Khmer Seri
would have to do the same. The effect would be to pacify the area. The
Thai Government would pressure all concerned "morally", he said.

108. On 27 and 28 November, I had separate meetings with senior
representatives of UNICEF, UNHCR and ICRC and requested them to
indicate to me their initial, personal and strictly confidential
reactions to the idea of the "safe haven". They all expressed grave
doubts about the feasibility of implementing such a plan as well as
serious misgivings about their respective humanitarian agencies and
their staff undertaking what would inevitably be a political or
policing role. A UWHCR official, who was particularly outspoken
in his opposition to the idea, remarked that, in his long experience
in the region, the Vietnamese had never been known to honour "tacit
understandings". He expressed the view that such an experiment could
place in grave jeopardy not only United Nations humanitarian activities
and officials in the region but the prestige of the United Nations itself.
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VII. THAI VIEWS ON FURTHER ROLE
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

109. At the meeting on 28 November to sum up Thai information and views,
I requested Thai authorities to convey to the Secretary-General, through
me, their views on vays in which the United Nations might be helpful in
defusing the serious political and humanitarian problems that confronted
the Governments and peoples of the area. This request had also been
conveyed to them in writing in advance.

110. Responding, Mr. Kasemsamosorn, Director-General of the Political
Department of the Foreign Ministry, said that, in terms of security,
our mission had already helped stabilize the situation by its mere
presence. What the Thai Government wanted further, he went on, was
a long-term United Nations presence in the area to deter the other
side in the following two ways:

(i) stationing permanent United Nations observers on the Thai
side of the Thai-Kampuchean border only;

(ii) setting up and control of the "safe haven" on both sides
of the border through increased presence of United Nations
civilian officials on the Kampuchean side.12/

Regarding the proposal for stationing of United Nations observers in
(i) above, the Thai authorities did not elaborate further. Air Marshal
Siddhi remarked, however, that such a permanent United Nations presence
along the border would defuse Vietnamese suspicion and misunderstanding
that Thailand was aiding the Pol Pot and Khmer Seri forces.

111. In addition to the above^ in response to an earlier q_uery about
co-ordination of humanitarian programmes at the same meeting, Air
Marshal Siddhi said that, although co-ordination was improving, there
was still a need for someone in the area with high authority to
co-ordinate not only all the agencies and programmes providing
humanitarian aid but also political and security aspects.

112. In answer to my question what the Thai Government envisaged as the
next step following the adoption of General Assembly resolution 3̂ /22,
Mr. Kasemsamosorn said that the Thai Government viewed that resolution
as a new beginning, and that the forthcoming ASEAN meeting 1.3/ in
December was expected to work out their strategy for the next step,
including ways to keep peace on the Thai-Kampuchean border.

12/ For details of the "safe haven1' proposal, please see section VI above.
f

13/ Originally, a meeting of senior political officials of Foreign Ministries
had been scheduled to open on 12 December in Kuala Lumpur. On 28 November
it was reported that, at the request of the Thai Foreign Minister, it
would be followed by a Foreign Ministers' meeting.



113. As regards a possible future role of Prince Sihanouk, Air Marshal
Siddhi said that Thailand kept the question open. If the Prince gained
the position of a real leader accepted by the Kampuchean people them-
selves and supported by the international community and the United
Nations , then Thailand would open its doors for him. He noted that
the Prince still had status , and that France was moving in his favour ,
but China did not want him.

Air Marshal Siddhi, noting that Viet Nam had an Embassy in
Bangkok, said that the two Governments were still "on friendly terms'1.
They continued to have relations and dialogue. On the question of
Kampuchea, however, they had agreed to disagree.

115- Throughout our consultations, the Thai authorities expressed
the hope that the Secretary-General would use his influence with
Viet Ham and the USSR in connexion with the situation in Kampuchea.
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27 D/cember 1979

Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your
Excellency's message of 7 December 1979, which has been
conveyed to me by your Permanent Representative. Allow
me first to thank you for the generous and encouraging
expression contained in this message. I wish also to
take this opportunity to express to you my appreciation
for the full co-operation and assistance extended by the
Thai Government to Mr. PSrez de Cuellar, whom I had
designated^, at your request, to visit your country. He
has now reported to me on the useful discussions he had
with you and members of your Government as well as on
his visits to the border areas.

In the light of that report and the evolving situation,.
I am keeping under intensive review the ways and means by
which the United Nations might further contribute to
defusing the serious political and humanitarian problems
arising from the tense situation along the Thai-Kainpuchean
border. I am fully aware of the concerns of your
Government and I stand ready to do all ID can within my
competence as Secretary-General to contribute to the
alleviation of the situation as well as to a just and
peaceful solution of the underlying political problem.
I hope to have further exchanges of views on the subject
with your Government in the very near future.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of ray
highest consideration.

Kurt Waldheim

His Excellency
General Kriangsak Chomanan
Prime Minister of Thailand
Bangkok
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27 December 1979

Dear Mr, Ambassadors

The Secretary-General would appreciate it

very much if you could forward the enclosed

letter to His Excellency General Kriangsak Chorcanan,

Prime Minister of Thailand.

A copy of this letter is enclosed for your

information.

Accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of

my highest consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Albert Rohan
Director

His Excellency
Mr. Pracha Guna-Kasem
Permanent Representative of Thailand
to the United Nations



No. 1^65/2522

PERMANENT MISSION OF THAILAND

TO THE UNITED NATIONS
20 EAST 82" STREET.NEW YORK.N.Y, IOO28

12 December 1979

Excellency,

I have the honour to convey to you the following

message from His Excellency the Prime Minister of Thailand:

"Office of the Prime Minister
Government House
Bangkok, Thailand
7th December B.E. 2522 (1979)

Excellency,

The Government and people of Thailand owe
a great debt of gratitude to Your Excellency for
your prompt action in responding to our request
regarding the dispatching of a UN Fact-Finding
Mission headed by H.E. Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar
to establish the fact concerning the potentially
explosive situation resulting from the continuing
massive influx of Kampuchean refugees and violation
of Thailand's sovereignty and territorial integrity
along our eastern border. The indispensable role
which Your Excellency played behind this decision
has touched the hearts of our people. We would
like to pay tribute to you for your tireless
efforts on behalf of humanity and for the cause of

/ £- • » • • •

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York



TO:
A:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE- 27 December 1979

REFERENCE:

Javier Perez de Cuellar x j
Under-Secretary-General for '
Special Political Affairs

Ambassador Pracha Guna-Kasem called me on.
26 December to inform me that the Government
of Thailand considered that, as an initial step
to defuse the tension on the Thai-Kampuchean
border, a team of 12 United Nations observers
might be dispatched to areas where a large
number of Kampucheans had gathered. This in-
itial request on a modest scale might be ex-
pected to minimize opposition on the part of
certain members of the Security Council and
"test" their reaction to a possible further step.
In reply to my query, the Ambassador said that
his Government would leave it to the Security
Council to decide whether the "observers" should
be military or civilian.
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PERMANENT MISSION OF THAILAND

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

20 FAST 82"° STREET, NEW rORK.N.Y. 10028

~>
\

No. 1̂ 96/2522

17 December 1979

Excellency,

Upon instructions of my Government5 I have the-honour
\

to refer to my letters dated October 16, October 22, November 1

and November 235 1979 respectively concerning the violations of

Thailand's sovereignty and territorial integrity, which had been

circulated as official documents of the General Assembly and the

Security Council Nos. A/3V580-S/13575, A/3*f/6lO-S/13585,

A/3V6IflT-S/13602 and A/3V722-S/136If7, as well as the dispatching

of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission to observe the

situation along the Thai-Kampuchean border, and to invite your

attention to Thailand's security problems arising from the Kam-

puchean armed conflict.

The situation at the Thai-Kampuchean border remains

grave and is becoming more volatile. With fighting drawing ever

closer to the border, Thailand is hard-pressed having to cope

/ td • • • • •

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017



with the massive concentration of some 600,000 suffering

Karnpucheans now straddling along the border and seeking help

from across Thailand.

Faced with such situation, the Thai Government is doing

its utmost to help these people, moving as many of those who

seek refuge in Thai territory to holding centres located some

distance away from the border and out of harm's way. But by and

large, the Kampucheans remain on their side of the border. This

fact has rendered the situation more complex and made Thailand,

which is facilitating international relief agencies in the fun-

nelling of whatever humanitarian aids to these people, more

vulnerable to accusations of complicity and duplicity which may

be used as a pretext for armed confrontations.

Should the fighting erupt, involving serious violation

of Thailand's sovereignty and territorial integrity to the extent

that it becomes necessary for Thailand to defend itself, it would

be very difficult to be stopped, as past experiences have in-

variably shown. Such event would have far-reaching implications

on international peace and security.
i"

It would thus be prudent to take preventive measures by

establishing United Nations presence at sensitive spots along

the Thai-Kampuchean border to serve as deterrence. At this stage,

Thailand hereby requests the dispatching of United Nations Permanent

Observers to be stationed first at Ban Nong Smet and Ban Non Mak

Moon, Prachinburi province in the eastern part of Thailand where

over 1+00,000 Kampucheans are assembling in close vicinity.

/3 .....
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In view of the urgency and the gravity of the situation

I have the honour to request you, on behalf of my government, to

take necessary steps with a view to meeting our request as soon

as possible.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my

highest consideration.

Pracha Guna-Kasem
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of Thailand
to the United Nations



No. 1̂ 65/2522
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DEC 1 2 1S79

PERMANENT MISSION OF/THAILAND I A

TO THE UNITED NAlWlS ./'-I VU/ *•

20 EAST 82'° STREET, Mru' v^""^~=^^"n ' A

12 December 1979

Excellency,

I have the honour to convey to you the following

message from His Excellency the Prime Minister of Thailand:

"Office of the Prime Minister
Government House
Bangkok, Thailand
7th December B.E. 2522 (1979)

Excellency,

The Government and people of Thailand owe
a great debt of gratitude to Your Excellency for
your prompt action in responding to our request
regarding the dispatching of a UN Fact-Finding
Mission headed by H.E. Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar
to establish the fact concerning the potentially
explosive situation resulting from the continuing
massive influx of Kampuchean refugees and violation
of Thailand's sovereignty and territorial integrity
along our eastern border. The indispensable role
which Your Excellency played behind this decision
has touched the hearts of our people. We would
like to pay tribute to you for your tireless
efforts on behalf of humanity and for the cause of

/ £_ • * • • •

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York
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peace in this part of the world.

With the initial task now accomplished,
I entertain no doubt that we have left the path
of rhetoric far behind us and embarked on
concrete programmes of action leading eventually
to the restoration of peace and stability in this
troubled region. It has also strengthened our
conviction about the United Nations as being an
instrument for peace. More important, we hope
that the report to be submitted by the UN Fact-
Finding Mission for your consideration will serve
to enlighten the world on the fact of the situation,
thereby confirming the urgent need of accelerated
international effort towards just and durable
solutions to the problems confronting the suffering
Kampuchean refugees and the Southeast Asian region
as a whole.

Please accept, Your Excellency, the renewed
assurances of my highest consideration.

Kriangsak Chomanan
Prime Minister of Thailand"

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances

of my highest consideration.

cJ
Pracha Guna-Kasem

Ambassador
Permanent Representative of Thailand

to the United Nations
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NOTE FOR THE FILE J

On the ins-truction of the Secretary-General I called
Ambassador Ha Van Lau (Socialist Republic of Viet Nam) on
9 November at 7,00 p.m. The Ambassador told roe that he had
requested a meeting with the Secretary-General in order to
convey to him the following message regarding the fact-
finding mission of Mr. Perez de Cuellar to Thailand.

Viet Nam has alwajrsj respected the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of Thailand. The Vietnamese Govern-
ment very much hoped that the conclusions of the Perez de
Cuellar mission would be objective and that no unfounded
accusations would be levelled against the Socialist Republic
of Viet Nam and Kampuchea.

The Ambassador also pointed out that in many instances
soldiers of the Pol Pot Regime had crossed the border Hinto
Thailand and after having acquired food and other supplies
had gone back to Kampuchea In order to continue the
fight against the legitimate regime in Pnomh Penh. The
Ambassador expressed the hope that the mission would assure
itself of these facts which should be reflected in the
mission's report.

The Ambassador said that he would be ready at any
time to meet with the Secretary-General or to talk to him
on the phone.

A. Rohan/EF

9 November 1979

cc: Mr. de Cuellar
Mr. Sherry
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.'V:'.'":''I have th© honour 'to acknowledge receipt o£
Your Excellency's message whtch #as : conveyed to
use by your Fersaati^nt Representative on 26 October

"

i note Your SsjCfSOLXeney^s concern about the
tension along the 1?ha
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of Thailand io according -temporary asylum to
KajEpuchean. refugees and for the co-operation
afforded by your Government to the United
nations agencies and programmes in extending
relief assistance to the suffering Kampuchea?)

Please accept, ISxcelleacy* the renewed
assurances of ray highest consideration*

Kurt



Office of the Prime
Government Ho;
Bangkok, Thailand.

9. November B. E. 2522(1979)

Excellency,

I thank you for your letter of 12 October, 1979, delivered

personally by Mr. liter Turkmen, your Special Representative, who

on that occasion also had a very useful exchange of views with me.

In particular, I was gratified by your assurance to mobilize additional

assistance to alleviate the heavy burden which Thailand is presently

shouldering in connection with refugees from countries in Indochina.

Mr. Turkmen was in Bangkok at an opportune time as

he was able to attend on 19 October an international relief coordination

meeting for people suffering from the effects of the Kampuchean armed

conflict, the third in the series, organized at the initiative of the Thai

Government and participated by representatives from 18 donor countries,

international relief agencies such as the ICRC, UNICEF, WFP, AND

UNHCR, private charity organizations, as well as the Thai authorities

concerned. Reports on the coordinated international relief efforts and

the results and programmes for the future were heard and adopted to

tackle this immense humanitarian problem, the accounts of which must

have been brought to your attention by the involved United Nations

agencies and Mr, Turkmen himself.

At that meeting, I announced our Government's altered

policy that henceforth, purely out of humanitarian consideration and

compassion, ...

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim

Secretary General
The United Nations

NEW YORK
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compassion, Thailand would give temporary shelter and relief to

all suffering" Kampuchean civilians fleeing their nation, which is

on the verge of extinction, into Thailand. I fully realize that

this decision is of far-reaching significance and implications for

our country and society. I am thus greatly encouraged by the

favourable reactions to it as shown by many quarters, and am

heartened in particular by your own public statement of welcome

and support. Already the massive influx has begun and to date

we are caring for the most pitiful Kampucheans to the tune of

200., 000 with a prospect that the figure would soon rise to 400, 000.

If the estimated population of Kampuchea of four million is correct,

this figure would represent 10 % of its total. We shall be doing

our utmost to help them, and our very limited capability could

certainly be augmented by international assistance,

Thailand has actively, and I believe effectively, cooperated

as a staging post for the funneling of international relief to any possible

points in Kampuchea. Central to the issue of the relief efforts is,

however, the ascertainment of the whereabouts of these people whom

we greatly desire to help. The poignant fact is that cities and towns

in that miserable country are no longer populated centers. On the

contrary, evidence has shown that destitute Kampucheans are

gravitating towards Thailand in search of possible help, and they are

the real targets towards which international relief should be directed.

Relevant especially to the humanitarian objective is the

truth that the whole nation of Kampuchea is facing extinction through

mass famine and widespread diseases, the conditions of which are

perpetuated by the armed conflict in that country. To achieve

a lasting solution to the problem, its root cause has to be tackled.

In our search for an end to the holocaust in Kampuchea, ASEAN

countries ...
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countries will, along with others, table a draft resolution before

the General Assembly of the United Nations, sincerely believing

that it represents the only avenue towards viable peace in Kampuchea

and stability in the Southeast Asian region, and convinced that it will

be favourably received by those who share our sense of urgency in

the rescue of a people currently confronted with the worst possible

fate. It is only humanitarian to allow a people with a long

civilization and history to survive with human dignity and to exercise

their basic right of self-determination.

I join others in applauding you for your timely and most

considerate initiative in calling for pledges of assistance by the

international cmnmunity at the United Nations Headquarters in
^x

New "iork on 5 November in order to help alleviate this grave problem

of our time. I .have accordingly appointed Air Marshal Siddhi

Savetsila, Minister attached to the Prime Minister's Office, and

Dr. Arun Panupong, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, to head

our delegation to the scheduled Pledging Conference, and to deliver

this message to you, as well as to be at your disposal in explaining

further our earlier request for the dispatch of a United Nations fact-

finding mission to Thailand along with any other matters that you may

care to ask in regard to our undertaking to help the Kampucheans.

Please accept, Mr. Secretary General, the assurances

of my highest consideration.

General Kriangsak Chomanan

Prime Minister of Thailand
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Efote for the file

ftrafoassador Guna Kasoa of Thailand called this evening
to say that he expected to be in telephone contact with
his grime Minister at 8.0O paca, when h© tiould like to give
th© answer of the Secretary-General to MKJ concerning the
request to send a fact-finding mission to Thailand.

Upon the instruction* of the Secretary-General, I
called him bae& to say that the Secretary-General has taken
a decision to respond |K>sitiv01y to this request and he
would intend to send a Special Representative shortly to
Thailand for this purpose.

Rafeeuddin
3O October 1979

i
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"* ^^se r^imrles of the FS'eparatp^

Ctosssaî sieaa w®e© transmitted b^ tJie ^ssE l̂y to the Secretary-
for his gnlSa&cs is its ree01«ti<m 13 C^> of 13 F^bsra&r*/

In tli© first year af the Osrganisfaticm»® eKist^ice, the
the Secnaritsr Coismcil stated in eoimexLon
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with th© {Srensls cfaasstioia that Is© "ssust reserve Ms right to
sssc^ empirics or inv@stigat.ions as h© may think
for the p&eposet of Article $9> aM this ws not

®v©r the
of special rep^esstitativest to assist Gowerntiiai&ts in

potentially daî rescms situations i&sre
of fae^fiEtdifjg asnd gcwsd offices msre 4n^olve<3. U ffeasat

of tfhe@© its tJse latrofecsti^i to M® Asmtial
1971 ? ^Sille givij^ an aceoo&fc of i3i© le^al basis for the

actitma* Be

fs-atf© srosght, thrms^Ei peaasoaatl r^r©@«3atatii?©0? to
certain spaclfic? 4if £@2r<sim?<a0 bet^eaa pstrticmar
isuc î as casi&XMlia aî S ^tiailaiid In ttte period from

to 1968, f&iaifyaa aa4 Bonsn î in 1963 and 1964 * ln«3ia
alsi^t^i ia 196S ssad 1$€@, ^taiasa siad the fvosy Coast

in 1967, B^^torial ^«iJi©a a»t3 Spais In 1969, (Siasia and
the Soviet ^fel<m, alao is 1969, &i£f@g»s©s. îtSi ^Siî i
1 hasr® fe^^i cons^ars^ lia^e Ibesm as diva^se as olisafges of
aggression, territorial <2isputas4 t^e gslacea&ent of atomic
%?eiis«ft®i t&© I^pc*aadin0 of
of airliners, and the is^riscameat of

fall teast of the

S. l̂ e p?<ee«s&s&ts set Isy tJ *£fe3Sit Ibavs cosstin's^d, oma of
tine tnenst receipt < ĵsaissples relating to t3ie sittmtion fe©-tweaji Iran

the' Semf©taEy-®'®a©ral ^^oint^d a spaeial
Hr» lft3KK^*w@dk! îm5 ta help Gsvegmiefits is a

a ItotiKulsacy t̂eanreatios! anel a re£iage$

6. In esKa^eislnf t3is powssrs icfeer^it, in hia of fie© to
aet«£ia$lnf , ^te^i Sae^Qtaa?yH3mi©ral bas necessarily

sought to obtain tJie 0«msent of .the eovs^smeiits issasdiatel̂
iswo&veS as a pr®c<miitiaa ts> t^© utility of s^ch faefe«fiiidiBg
In the present ease^ the do%yen5saent of ^ailaBd has clearly

its eon&e&t* Howave^, t&e situation to be investigated
cms along an isite^fiational £y0ati©rj aac£ th^s n^>re than cm©
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qderstanding and expectation that the Organization
kwobkl be restored to solvency and that its finances
fwoulu\be placed again on a sound and viable basis.

,w 119. it is with deep regret that I report a continu-
IIng deteriorsition to the point at which hard and unpalat-
Jable decision\can no longer be responsibly postponed,
'i There exists nla real basis for optimism or for the
f expectation that an over-all and comprehensive solution
fis imminent or like^ to be found in the foreseeable
'future. This, despitexhe efforts that have been made
/iduring recent months ov the President of the twenty-
I fifth session of the Gene^l Assembly, who had gra-
fciously consented, as I informed the Assembly at its
| last plenary meeting, to join the Secretary-General in
*also using his good offices in a\earch for "the means

by which the difficulties that havfc. plagued us for so
.long might best be overcome". The approach has been
.'predicated on the assumption that, whHe positions of
• principle which Member Governments m?ve taken must
: be fully respected, there is nevertheless a\ively com-
«mon interest in ensuring that the prestige \nd capa-

bilities of the United Nations should not be irreparably
weakened. It was therefore inescapable that we should
seek to establish a recognition of the need to liquichtfe
once and for all the unfortunate legacy of the past ant
thereby provide a more secure political and financial
basis for the Organization's continued existence.

].•?,; 120. Instead, it is a melancholy fact that the cumu-
•lative shortfall in regular budgetary receipts continues
to grow. The Organization's Working Capital Fund
has been fully utilized. Debts incurred for past and
present peace-keeping operations remain unpaid. The

| authority provided annually to borrow from "special
5 funds and accounts" in the Secretary-General's custody
'' has been nearly exhausted. I have been forced to utilize

balances in such "funds and accounts" beyond the
: clear intent of the authorizing resolutions, namely, to
c make possible the temporary borrowing of funds which
f-are not needed at the time to finance the programmes

• for which they were specifically provided. With the
depletion of working capital and the erosion of net

liquid assets, this need to borrow has in fact tended to
become permanently recurrent. Nor, in the absence of
effective remedial measures, is there any firm assur-
ance that the substantial sums currently owed to these
special funds and accounts can be repaid.

121. Even so, great difficulty has been experienced
in meeting a number of payrolls during the past year.
They were met only as a result of the co-operation of
a number of Members in paying their assessed contribu-
tions in advance of the dates on which they were due.
I am bound to report that, on the basis of past pay-
ment patterns of Member States, serious and disturbing
difficulties must be expected in meeting the regular
payroll and certain other obligations in the last months
of 1971. This, of course, also assumes that collections
of current and arrear contributions are not unexpectedly
and significantly increased or accelerated and that I
am not counselled or instructed to borrow funds whose
repayment, irrespective of their source, cannot be guar-
anteed. The situation, in short, is that the United
Nations, after 10 or more years of deficit financing of
peace-keeping operations, must very soon face the fact
that it is a bankrupt Organization.

122. It would cause me deep personal sorrow and
regret if my service as Secretary-General were to end

von this note. Unfortunately the tragedy far transcends
personal aspect: what is at stake is the Organiza-

tio'h/for which we have all held, and continue to hold,
such Nigh hopes despite the fact that its credit standing
and reputation have already been seriously impaired
by its fina'suna! plight.

123. AgaiHst this background of urgency and crisis
I must once moXe appeal to Member Governments to
give priority to considering ways and means of dealing
definitively with theX)rganization's financial problems.
I hope that at least some of the necessary steps may
be taken early in the Geh^ral Assembly's twenty-sixth
session. I stand ready, as do&smy staff, to support this
process in any way possible, bot real progress can only
be achieved if there is a willingness to accept certain
political compromises and accommb4ations.

XII. THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

' 124. Ten years ago, shortly before his tragic death
' at Ndola, my predecessor, in the introduction to his

annual report on the work of the Organization dated
17 August 1961, gave a brilliant analysis of the differ-
ent concepts then prevalent regarding the character,

; authority and structure of the United Nations and the
c role of the Secretary-General. My own experience has
j confirmed in every way Dag Hammarskjold's philosophy

concerning the powers of the Organization and, in
particular, the role of the Secretary-General. There
may still be some, as there were 10 years ago, who
consider that the role of the Secretary-General should
f)e purely a technical one, as the servant of the prin-
cipal deliberative organs. This attitude does not, in my
•\iew, tally with the law or with the facts. Therefore,
as I come to the end of my second term of office, I feel
it incumbent upon me to review briefly the political role
of the Secretary-General, as I have found it to be in
law and in practice.

125. To turn first to the law, under Article 7 of
the Charter the Secretariat is itself established as a

principal organ. Article 97 defines the Secretariat as
comprising "a Secretary-General and such staff as the
Organization may require". That same Article and the
ones which immediately follow enumerate, in the broad-
est terms, the wide variety of functions which, taken
together, make up the role of the Secretary-General.
Article 97 covers the technical, or "housekeeping",
function by specifying that the Secretary-General "shall
be the chief administrative officer of the Organization".
Article 98 goes further, in not only providing that the
Secretary-General "shall act in that capacity in all
meetings" of the principal deliberative organs but also
that he "shall perform such other functions as are
entrusted to him by these organs". These "other func-
tions" are not expressly limited to ones of a technical
nature and, indeed, practice confirms that these also
encompass political functions inherent in the respon-
sibilities of both the Security Council and the General
Assembly. Article 99 goes furthest of all, in clearly
and expressly conferring a political role on the Secre-
tary-General, independent of the decisions of the
deliberative organs, by authorizing him to "bring to
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the attention of the Security Council any matter which
in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of inter-
national peace and security".

126. As a matter of common-sense interpretation,
in order to exercise his right under Article 99, the
Secretary-General must necessarily have all the powers,
including those of inquiry, to reach a reasoned and
independent opinion on whether or not a particular
matter may threaten international peace and security.
He may also endeavour, through the exercise of good
offices, to play a part in "preventive diplomacy" de-
signed to ensure that a matter does not become a
threat to international peace and security.

127. Particularly important, in the present context,
are the obligations under Article 33 of the Charter
for the parties to any dispute, the continuance of which
is likely to endanger international peace and security,
to seek "a solution by negotiation, inquiry, mediation,
conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to
regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful
means of their own choice". There is no prohibition
in the Charter preventing parties to a dispute from
seeking the Secretary-General's help in resolving their
difficulties. It would be anomalous, at the very least,
if the head of a principal organ of an Organization
designed "to save succeeding generations from the
scourge of war" were excluded from any political role
in the realization of this aim. Therefore, I have come
to the clear conclusion that I am competent, under the
Charter, to use my good offices.

128. The political role of the Secretary-General, in
addition to his administrative functions, was expressly
recognized by the Preparatory Commission of the
United Nations. In chapter VIII, section 2, of its report
the Commission stated that:

"The Secretary-General may have an important
role to play as a mediator and as an informal adviser
of many Governments, and will undoubtedly be
called upon from time to time, in the exercise of
his administrative duties, to take decisions which
may justly be called political. Under Article 99 of
the Charter, moreover, he has been given a quite
special right which goes beyond any power pre-
viously accorded to the head of an international orga-
nization, viz: to bring to the attention of the Security
Council any matter (not merely any dispute or
situation) which, in his opinion, may threaten the
maintenance of international peace and security.
It is imposible to foresee how this Article will be
applied; but the responsibility it confers upon the
Secretary-General will require the exercise of the
highest qualities of political judgement, tact and
integrity."

On 13 February 1946, by its resolution 13 (I), adopted
unanimously, the General Assembly transmitted the
foregoing section to the Secretary-General for his
guidance. The Security Council, for its part, has also
expressly recognized the political role played by the
Secretary-General. At the 1329th meeting, on 2 De-
cember 1966, in a statement made by the President
on behalf of the Council, it was recorded that the
members of the Council "fully respect [the Secretary-
General's] position and his action in bringing basic
issues confronting the Organization and disturbing de-
velopments in many parts of the world to their
notice . . .".

129. What follows from the law is also borne out
by the facts. During my tenure of office alone, at the
request of deliberative organs, I have been entrusted
with tasks, carried out frequently under my direction
by my personal representatives, involving political ele-
ments varying .from the entire administration of a
territory, as in West Irian, or the establishment, fun-
ning and supervision of a peace-keeping force, as in
Cyprus, to the observation of and reporting on elec-
tions, as in Aden. At the request of Governments, I
have assisted in the determination of the wishes of
the inhabitants of certain territories regarding thcii
future status, as in Sabah (North Borneo) and Sarawal
and, most recently, in Bahrain. I have sought, through
personal representatives, to resolve certain specifr
differences between particular States, such as Cam
bodia and Thailand in the period from 1961 to 196F
Rwanda and Burundi in 1963 and 1964, India an-
Pakistan in 1965 and 1966, Guinea and the Ivor1

Coast in 1967, Equatorial Guinea and Spain in 196^
Ghana and the Soviet Union, also in 1969. Difference
with which I have been concerned have been as divers
as charges of aggression, territorial disputes, the plac
ment of atomic weapons, the impounding of fishir
vessels, the hijacking of airliners, and the imprisonmer
of individuals. This is not a comprehensive list, thei
being other cases such as the Congo and the Midd'
East where the record is now already largely publi
There have also been the humanitarian missions .
situations such as the Nigerian civil war and Ea-
Pakistan where political elements are naturally involve^

130. It may be that any such enumeration soum
rather thin in relation to the great isucs or hard-co
problems of our times—such as those of the Mid('
East, Kashmir, Cyprus, apartheid or Namibia—but
does serve to underline that what the law permits t'
facts bear out regarding a political role for the Seci
tary-General. On the negative side, it also shows th
the Secretary-General cannot resolve those hard-cc
problems which even the strongest nations do not wi;
to face head-on.i

131. I do not assert that the Secretary-Genera
political role is unlimited or is possible in every c
cumstance. Indeed it is subject to legal and, in m^
cases, severe practical limitations. It is here that i
level of expectation, particularly of the general publ
is often so much greater than real i ty will permit. T
general public expects the Secretary-General to act
crisis situations, and when he makes no pronoun,
ments there is a consequent reaction of disappointm
and an assumption that the Secretary-General is doi
nothing. The requirements of discretion and the essen1

need for "quiet diplomacy", if useful results are to
achieved, are not always adequately recognized.

132. When a specific mandate is given to the Sec
tary-Gcncral by the Security Council or the Gem'
Assembly, he must necessarily act in accordance v.
the terms of that mandate. Some clement of discrci
may remain in interpreting such a mandate, whicl'
often laid down in the broadest terms, or in deal
with unexpected situations which may subsequcr
arise, but this discretion has to be exercised in the li
of an honest and impartial appreciation by the Set
tary-General of what he considers to be the wh
of the organ concerned. In some instances it may
possible, hi case of doubt, to seek further instruct:
or interpretations from the relevant deliberative or;
In others, it may be clear that, because of differer
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T.' between Member States, such recourse would be fruit-
;- less. It is only in these extreme instances that it falls

upon the Secretary-General, in carrying out a particular
1 mandate, to exercise a wider discretion in determining

what he believes to be the true international interest
and in acting accordingly.

''.., 133. When the Secretary-General considers exercis-
ing a political role on his- own initiative, or at the
request of the parties, he must necessarily arrive at his
decision taking into account specific legal limitations,
such as Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter, and

?• ; practical limitations such as a determination whether
action on his part would be likely to produce useful
results. The Secretary-General has no means of enforce-
ment, no economic power at his disposal: he can rely
only upon the prestige of his office and his own powers
of persuasiveness. These are fragile instruments with
which to tackle an international conflict, and it is
important that they should be preserved. If a move by
the Secretary-General were to give rise to the impres-
sion that he was intervening in a matter essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of a Member State, or
taking a particular side in a conflict, or that he was
abandoning his impartiality, his usefulness would be
at an end, as any measure of success is in turn a
measure of the confidence which he enjoys with the
Governments concerned.

134. When the Secretary-General decides that he
may usefully act, it is in nearly every case essential
that he should, in the initial stages, act privately and
without public fanfare. Governments are not likely to
entrust a matter to him, or to entertain any of his
proposals, in the full glare of publicity. This is not to
say that, at an appropriate stage, the Secretary-General
should not inform—as has always been my policy—
the competent deliberative organs either privately or in
a public report; but the element of confidentiality is an
essential one at the start, or when a matter is at a
stage when public opinion on both sides is strongly
com.Tvtted.

135. Although the Secretary-General's powers of
initiative in political matters are circumscribed and
rather modest, practice has shown that many Govern-
ments appreciate the availability of an institution such
as tli?- office of the Secretary-General as a possible
means of seeking a solution to particular international
differences. In a world so crowded with differences

any new possibility for finding solutions—even a cir-
cumscribed and modest one—should be welcomed.

136. For the sake of the next Secretary-General,
I feel that I should plead with delegations for under-
standing of the fact that the increasing burdens of the
Secretary-General's office leave him less and less time
for contacts with individual Permanent Representatives.
In the early days when there were no more than 60
Members of the Organization and its activities were
much less complex, the Secretary-General had some
time for the simple purpose of exchanging views on
mutters of common interest with the representatives.
Nowadays, however, when there are 127 Members and
still more are expected, and when not a year passes
without adding new problems, new organs and new
programmes to the sphere of United Nations concern,
the responsibility of the Secretary-General to keep
himself informed and the performance of his duties
have become so increasingly heavy that little chance
remains for conversations without an immediate and
practical object, however useful they might be if there
were less pressure of time. If the delegations sympathet-
ically realize this, they will seek individual interviews
with my successor only when there are specific substan-
tive points to be discussed, and only when it is he in
person, and not any of his senior colleagues, who can
deal with the matter involved.

137. An international organization charged with the
great responsibilities of peace has existed, first through
the League of Nations and now the United Nations,
for little more than half a century. This is but a brief
moment in history, and there remains an awesome
gap between the Organization's responsibilities under
the Charter and the role which States permit the Organ-
ization to play. However, among the traditions and
expectations which have begun to develop are those
regarding the role of the Secretary-General. Given the
brevity of their existence, such traditions and expecta-
tions could be swept away if there was to be a return
to a concept of the Organization as nothing more than
a static conference machinery. I have wished to make
these remarks so as to place on record my fervent
conviction that the incumbent of the office of Secretary-
General must play a political role, necessarily cir-
cumspect and judicious, if he is to be of real assistance
to Member States in a dynamic and imaginative search
for peace and for the realization of the purposes and
principles of the United Nations.

XIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

f »''' 138. This year, after 10 years of service as Secre-
tary-General, I shall briefly make a few general con-
cluding remarks in this introduction. Simple and obvious
as most of them are, they express some of my own
feelings at the end of my term.

139. The United Nations and the concept of inter-
nationalism as embodied in the Charter are sometimes
viewed with less than enthusiasm, and even on occasion,
with resentment by Governments.' I am convinced more
than ever, however, that it is a dangerous illusion to
believe, in the present state of the world, that life can
be safe without that concept and without a world
organization which embodies it. Much of the usefulness
of the United Nations is unknown and indeed intangible.
But, however faulty, it represents an aspiration and a

method of trying to realize a great ideal. Nations and
peoples will turn their backs on this great endeavour
at their gravest peril.

140. At this stage the United Nations system pro-
vides the best available and workable method by which
nationalism and national sovereignty can evolve in
order to keep pace with the vast changes that have
made the nations of the world interdependent. If this
evolution can succeed we may achieve a world concert
of nations which preserves the best elements of nation-
alism. In a concert of nations where each plays its
rightful part, the relations between States should at
last be based on reality and fact, rather than on con-
flicting ideology, prejudice and xenophobia. This simple
hope may be said to be naive and unrealistic, but how


